OpenNebula - Bug #1119
onedb migrator 3.1.80 to 3.2.0 sets wrong uid & gid values in the DB
02/09/2012 11:21 AM - Carlos Martín

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Carlos Martín
Category:
Target version:
Resolution: fixed
Affected Versions: OpenNebula 3.2

Description
This is not a security issue, since the right values are stored in the xml body.
The only problem is that 3.2 users are able to see their user in the 'oneuser list' output, but users migrated from 3.0 can't.

Associated revisions
Revision 03ddf136 - 02/09/2012 11:22 AM - Carlos Martín
Bug #1119: set right values for uid,gid columns in migrator 3.1.80_to_3.2.0

Revision 1aac76ff - 02/09/2012 11:24 AM - Carlos Martín
Bug #1119: set right values for uid,gid columns in migrator 3.1.80_to_3.2.0
(cherry picked from commit 03ddf136b7343dcad8cf0fde6ca36018eb143b94)

Revision 74091c31 - 11/16/2012 11:55 AM - Carlos Martín
Bug #1119: This old bug can now be confirmed and fixed with fsck

Revision bf361e7c - 12/20/2012 04:30 PM - Carlos Martín
Bug #1119: This old bug can now be confirmed and fixed with fsck
(cherry picked from commit 74091c3153622362c2d2a7cf4b0fe01e2967e969)

History
#1 - 03/30/2012 02:32 PM - Ruben S. Montero
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Resolution set to fixed